EMSA TRAVEL MUG

Much more than a test winner. A strong product range.
The technology of the test winner.

All TRAVEL MUG products are equipped with the proven QUICK PRESS lid system. Ingenious down to the very last detail – easy to use.

- Optical display – Lid closed or open
- Quick Press closure – proven millions of times
- Dishwasher safe
- Easy cleaning – lid can be separated into 2 parts
- 360° – Drink from all sides – e.g. perfect for use in the car
- 100 % leak-proof

TRAVEL MUG

- Dishwasher safe
- Suitable for all conventional car drink-holders
- Non-slip bottom
- 5-year guarantee
A strong product range.

Target group-relevant variants in form, colour and price – for assortment competence that pays off.

**TRAVEL MUG**
High-quality, vacuum-insulated stainless-steel liner.
Pure stainless steel, strong colours or with attractive silicone collar with trendy coffee pattern.

**TRAVEL MUG GRANDE**
High-quality, vacuum-insulated stainless-steel liner.
Pure stainless steel, strong colours or with attractive silicone collar with trendy coffee pattern.

**TRAVEL MUG FUN**
Double-walled, robust plastic body.
Slim form – pleasant handle also for smaller hands.

**TRAVEL MUG HANDLE**
High-quality, vacuum-insulated stainless steel liner with stable plastic coating and trendy coffee pattern.
With handle – pleasant grip thanks to Soft Touch elements.

**“Thermo mugs on the testbench”: Broadcast on „WDR Serviceszeit“ and „SWR Marktcheck“ on 10.01.2013.**

**6 Thermo mugs on the testbench: ZDF „Volle Kanne“ on 07.02.2014.**

**5 Thermo mugs on the testbench: WDR 4 „Gut zu wissen“ on 08.01.2015.**

**Tested: TRAVEL MUG 0.36 l (12.18 fl. oz) purple.**
A complete assortment for every taste.